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Introduction: The rotation rate of Venus is about 

two orders smaller than that of Earth. It is well known 

that planetary rotation rate can have strong effects on 

atmospheric circulation, such as the width and strength 

of thermal-driven Hadley cells, the size of Rossby 

deformation radius, etc. The rotation period, combined 

with orbital period, determines the length of the diurnal 

cycle and subsequently the day-night contrast and the 

strength of near-surface convergence from the 

nightside to the dayside. How do these influence the 

formation of clouds on slowly rotating planets is not 

well known. Answering this question is important for 

understanding the climate and habitability of diverse 

exoplanets. This question is also related to the climate 

evolution of the past Venus and the future fate of Earth 

under solar brightening.  

 

Previous Studies: Using global atmospheric 

general circulation models (AGCMs), several studies 

suggested that slowly rotating planets with Venus’s 

rotation rate but with Earth-like atmospheres can be 

habitable, and the inner edge of the habitable zone is 

much closer to the host stars ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). The 

explanation for this behavior is that slowly rotating 

planets have a weak Coriolis force and long daytime 

illumination, which promotes strong convergence and 

convection in the substellar region. This produces a 

large area of optically thick clouds, which greatly 

increases the planetary albedo (Figure 1 below). In 

contrast, on rapidly rotating planets a much narrower 

belt of clouds form in the deep tropics, leading to a 

relatively low albedo. So, slowly rotating planets can 

be habitable in a wider range of stellar flux and enter to 

moist or runaway greenhouse state under a higher 

stellar flux.  

 

Recent advances in my group: Clouds is one of 

the hardest parts in global climate simulations. The 

grid sizes of AGCMs are always hundreds of 

kilometers, so that small-scale processes such as 

convection and clouds on scales of meters to 

kilometers are not resolved and their effects on 

radiation, momentum, moisture, and energy of the 

climate system need to be parameterized. The 

parameterization schemes involve many empirical 

equations and parameters based on Earth, raising the 

question of their applicability to planetary environment 

that are quite different from Earth. Even in the 

simulations of present and future climates on Earth, 

clouds are the largest source of model uncertainty, 

since different GCMs employ different convection and 

cloud schemes 

One good solution to this big problem is to utilize 

cloud-resolving models (CRMs), which have fine 

spatial resolution and explicitly calculate non-

hydrostatic convection and clouds. In my group, the 

student Mingyu Yan is working on simulating the 

clouds and climate of slowly rotating planets using the 

cloud-resolving model, SAM. The model has been 

successfully modified to simulate clouds in near-global 

scale and with a horizontal resolution of 2 or 4 km. We 

will present our new results in this workshop.  

 

Implications: The inner edge of the habitable zone for 

slowly rotating planets could be at much higher stellar 

flux than that for rapidly rotating planets. Maybe, a 

large number of exoplanets rotate slowly enough to 

have a greatly expanded habitable zone. 
A particularly striking example of the importance 

of rotation rate suggested by our simulations is that a 

planet with modern Earth's atmosphere, in Venus' orbit, 

and with modern Venus' (slow) rotation rate would be 

habitable, although the stellar flux is about twice 

Earth’s present value. This would imply that if Venus 

went through a runaway greenhouse, it had a higher 

rotation rate at that time. 

For future Earth, if the planet becomes too warm to 

be habitable under solar brightening, an easy way to 

make it return back to be habitable is slowing down its 

spin rate. So, more clouds will form especially in the 

tropical region, increasing the planetary albedo and 

cooling the surface.  
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Figure 1: Differences in clouds and atmospheric 

circulation between rapidly (left) and slowly (right) 

rotating planets with an orbital period of 365 days. The 

rotation period is 1 day for the rapidly rotating planet 

and the stellar flux is 1365 or 1600 W m-2. The rotation 

period is 128 days for the slowly rotating planet and 

the stellar flux is 1365 or 3000 W m-2. ((a)–(d)) Total 

cloud coverage (%, shaded) and TS (K; black contours 

with an interval of 5 K). ((e)–(h)) Relative humidity at 

450 mbar (%, shaded) and near-surface winds (m s-1, 

vectors). The black dot in the right panels is the 

transient substellar point, which moves westward 

around the planet with a period of 197 days. All 

variables are averaged over 30 days. [This figure is 

from [1]] 
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